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FEATURES OF USE OF RENEWABLE ENERGY SOURCES 

The issues of use of renewable energy sources (RES) are actual for all 

countries of the world due to different circumstances. For industrially developed 

countries of the world, dependent on import of fuels and energy resources (FER) - 

this is, first of all, energy safety. For industrially developed countries of the world, 

rich in energy resources, it is ecological safety, conquest of markets outlet for 

equipment. 

For countries that develop, this is the fastest way to improve social and 

living conditions of the population, possibility of industry development in 

environmentally acceptable way. And for the world, it is opportunity to reduce 

greenhouse gas emissions and avoid global energy and economic crisis in the near 

future. RES is not alternative to existing energy, it is energy of not so distant 

future. 

Viability of projects of RES largely depends on market risks, that are the 

result of political framework conditions and limited knowledge in terms of new 

technologies, that is expressed in the increase of capital cost. As compared to the 

objects of traditional generation, in the projects of RES large ratio of primary 

capital expenditure to operational, that makes them very sensitive to capital cost. 

According to IRENA (International Renewable Energy Agency), the normalized 

rationalized cost of windpower generation increases by approximately 60%, with 



capital cost growth from 5.5% to 14.5% [1]. Relative impact on capital cost will 

grow, as fast as technology cost will fall. 

However, it should be noticed, that capital cost for the projects of RES is 

falling now, because risks can now be better assessed and predicted, and, 

moreover, investors are increasingly aware of benefits and opportunities that open 

RES projects. 

Depending on the expected cash flows of the project and included risks, for 

most RES projects in developed markets, capital cost is 6 - 10%; in developing 

markets, this index is still higher. To finance RES projects, new financial 

instruments are created that are suitable for a variety of investment portfolios, - 

from small financial community to large investment funds. Hence, big business 

from traditional energy sector invests more in RES. As markets and technologies 

become more mature, projects of RES attract more investors: from private 

investment firms, developers and governments, to commercial banks and 

institutional investors. [2] 

Main volume of financing RES projects comes from private investor: 

developers, commercial banks and institutional investors. With the development 

of markets, private financing is growing, however, in young emerging markets of 

RES, state financing and international cooperation plays an extraordinarily 

important role. International financial institutions and banks of development in 

2012 increased financing of projects of RES to $60 billion. [3]. Most of these 

facilities were allocated by national, interregional and bilateral financial 

institutions of development, which are coordinated by the International 

Development Finance Club. A great number of RES projects were financed by 

Climate Investment Fund and Green Climate Fund, that were created on the 

initiative of World Bank and regional banks of development. In the end of 2013 

coalition of 70 investors, the total volume of investments of which is $3 trillion, 

called for the largest global power and energy companies to assess the risk of 



climate scenario  (scenario of active actions against climate change) in relation to 

basic scenario of development [4]. In case of strengthening of climate policy, 

RES projects are becoming more favorable alternative in relation to projects of 

traditional energy for investor. Stable, reliable and long-term framework 

conditions for functioning of power generating industry and state credit are key 

success prerequisites on reduction of risk for investors in RES projects. Good 

example of it is a station of concentrated solar energy of 500 MW in Morocco, 

that is the biggest solar power station of concentrated type in the world. First 120 

− 160 MW of power was put into operation in 2015, the first block of this power 

station was launched in 2016. The project is unique in its nature, as several 

investors have joined together with the government and international financial 

institutions, which have focused their efforts on reducing risks [5].  National 

support of projects of renewable energy that is accompanied by demonstration of 

real projects with the moderate level of risk and profitableness, and also 

establishment of state goals on increasing the shares of RES in national energy 

balance with corresponding reflection of it in national long-term strategies can be 

an impulse for attracting new investors to the field. Government also can integrate 

ecological imperatives in credit and monetary policy, getting additional financial 

resources for the development of RES. Such practices are already widespread in 

the world: Bank of Japan, for example, has established lower rate than one 

percent for internal banks with the purpose of crediting «green» industries of 

economy. At international level, integration of «ecological imperatives» to 

requirements of capital in the Basel Accords could provide additional liquidity to 

RES sector. In developing countries financing of projects of RES also has 

changed dramatically, in several stages: from the banks of development in 1990 – 

2000, state financing in 2000, to mainly commercial financing today. Previously, 

developers had to apply for financing to traditional institutions of development, 

such as World Bank, European Investment Bank or Asian Bank of development, 



but now, in economics with relatively mature market of RES, proprietors of 

projects more often can receive necessary financing in independent commercial 

financial institutions often even local. Investors by their nature tend to invest 

capital in assets that they know well, accordingly, the degree of «awareness» of 

investor in relation to one or another financial instrument determines the degree of 

risk for him greatly. RES are new participants in the market of financial assets, 

and they can attract investors by means of integration in financial instruments of 

other sectors, in particular. Such hybrid instruments exist in all levels: from local 

public projects to Renewable Energy Platform for Institutional Investors, 

organized by the European Investment Bank. 

As the share of RES in the energy balance grows, the structure of power 

generating industry undergoes substantial changes. The field, which was made up 

of big objects of centralized energy supply, is becoming more and more 

decentralized, heterogeneous, dispersed. 

In Germany, almost half of all RES generating objects of RES are in 

property of households and farmers, and only 12% of RES assets are managed by 

big energy companies directly. New technologies of energy conservation and so-

called "intelligent" technologies (smart) of demand-oriented management of 

energy consumption are developing. In many emerging markets, autonomous and 

mini energy systems of RES have already been main source of electricity. Thus, 

many developing countries, where formation of energy systems is just beginning, 

have the opportunity to jump over the development of centralized energy supply 

systems and immediately create flexible decentralized system of mini-energy 

supply. These and other tendencies require the review of energy paradigm, 

moving away from the system of domination of several large energy supply 

objects  to a lot of distributed power systems, where consumer of electric energy 

is simultaneously a producer, and at the same time identifies and controls by 

himself how and where energy is consumed. The state can do a lot to develop new 



energy paradigm, as well as, on the contrary, to support and preserve the old 

centralized model. Investors in technology of RES need stable and predictable 

framework conditions. They also need unified rules of the game, including the 

reduction of subsidies for fuel energy  

In addition, investor needs new electric energy transmission infrastructure, 

which would allow to take advantage of the synergy of different types of RES. 

The new energy supply paradigm means that governments should realize and 

admit the full range of benefits and advantages from development of RES in all 

possible areas: it is care of population health, development of rural and isolated 

regions, energy safety and import substitution of fossil fuels.  
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